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QUESTION 1

A medical supply company has a product approval workflow where the unique product ID must be exposed to
TaskSpace users in the task list template. What is the EMC best practice for exposing the ID in the task list template? 

A. Customize the query that populates the task list template. 

B. Put the product ID into a structured data type. 

C. Customize the task list template using the WDK XML configuration. 

D. Mark the package data as reportable for BAM. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When a TaskSpace application is imported into a Composer project, what must be manually added to the project? 

A. processes referenced by the TaskSpace application 

B. adaptor configurations used in the form templates 

C. images used in form templates D. custom types that are used in form adaptors 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When an adaptor configuration is marked as Global Adaptor, which other templates can use the adaptor? 

A. all other templates in the Composer Project 

B. all other templates in the xCP application 

C. all other templates in the repository 

D. all other templates registered with the global repository 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A form contains two list boxes, one for countries and one for cities. When a user selects a country from a list box, the
form will populate the list of cities. An external database contains the list of cities for each country. 

Which configuration would cause the adaptor to execute when the user selects a country in the first list box? 

A. Set Value adaptor on the Country list box 
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B. Set Value adaptor on the City list box 

C. Data Source adaptor on the Country list box 

D. Data Source adaptor on the City list box 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which information can be set when a queue manager suspends a task in a work queue? 

A. absolute date and time, when the task is automatically resumed 

B. amount of time, relative to suspending, when the task is automatically resumed 

C. user, group, or role who can resume the task 

D. whether to resume or abort the workflow after a given amount of time 

Correct Answer: A 
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